The environmental review, consultation, and other actions required by applicable federal environmental laws for this project are being or have been carried out by the State of California pursuant to 23 U.S.C. 327 and a Memorandum of Understanding dated July 23, 2019, and executed by the Federal Railroad Administration and the State of California.
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TPSS: TRACTION POWER SUBSTATION
PS: PARALLELING STATION
SWS: SWITCHING STATION
TUNP: TUNNEL PORTAL FACILITIES
SRS: STANDALONE RADIO SITE
ATC D: TRAIN CONTROL FACILITY

NOTE:

1. SITE STATIONING GIVEN IS APPROXIMATE AND WILL BE FINALIZED IN FUTURE DESIGN PHASE.

2. IN UNDERGROUND SECTIONS, RF COMMUNICATION WILL BE USING DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS OR RADIANT CABLES.

3. TRACTION POWER FACILITIES HAVE RADIO ANTENNAS.

4. ALL TUNNEL PORTALS (TUNP) REQUIRE SPACE FOR RADIO MASTS AS WELL AS ANTENNAS, PLUS AN ASSOCIATED CABIN TO HOUSE RADIO EQUIPMENT. ATC EQUIPMENT CABINS WILL BE LOCATED AT THESE LOCATIONS TOO.

5. RADIO EQUIPMENT WITHIN TUNNELS WILL BE INSTALLED IN CROSS PASSAGES EQUIPMENT ROOMS AND AT PARALLELING STATIONS.

6. SYSTEMS FACILITIES IN PALMDALE SUBSECTION ARE INCLUDED FOR REFERENCE ONLY, SINCE THEY ARE PART OF THE PALMDALE SUBSECTION RECORD SET INCLUDED IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENT.
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2. In underground sections, RF communication will be using directional antennas or radiant cables.
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NOTE:
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4. All tunnel portals (TUNP) require space for radio masts as well as antennas, plus an associated cabin to house radio equipment. ATC equipment cabin will be located at these locations too.
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